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Benjamin Geva
With the advent of virtual currencies and blockchain technologies the global payments landscape
may be irreversibly transformed. This bulletin is designed to present basic concepts underlying
this transformation.
What You Need To Know
A report published in February 2015 by the ECB,1 defines a virtual currency to be:
a digital representation of value, not issued by a central bank, credit institution [i.e. "bank"] or e-money institution, which in some
circumstances, can be used as an alternative to money 
Similarly, according to an IMF study, virtual currencies are defined to be:
digital representations of value issued by private developers and denominated in their own unit of account 2
Virtual currency schemes are predominantly decentralized, namely, have neither a central
repository nor a single administrator. They use encryption techniques, particularly public-key
cryptography,3 to regulate the generation of units of currency and verify payments.4
The currency of which the generation of units and verification of payments are regulated by
cryptography is thus called cryptocurrency. It is a digital asset with verifiable mathematical
properties that can be transferred directly between users on a distributed ledger without relying on
a centralized protocol operator.
A distributed ledger is an asset database that can be shared across a network of multiple sites,
geographies or institutions. Its underlying technology is the blockchain, which is:5
a type of a database that takes a number of records and puts them in a block… Each block is then chained to the next block, using a
cryptographic signature. This allows block chains to be used like a ledger, which can be shared and corroborated by anyone with the
appropriate permissions.
Accuracy of the ledger is corroborated by consensus.
Participants in a cryptocurrency network hold their keys in digital wallets. A payer pays with his or
her digital coins stored in the blockchain using his or her private key and the payee’s public key.




The emergence and rise of virtual currencies as cryptocurrencies has raised significant legal and
regulatory questions. An overarching one is whether a virtual currency is "money" or "currency."7
This is a matter of importance for both private and public laws. A virtual currency is however
certainly a means of payment so as to be of interest to central banks in relation to the stability of
prices, the financial system, and the payment system. Central banks are also concerned with the
lack of legal basis and the risk to their reputation.8 Other regulatory concerns  include financial
integrity, consumer protection, taxation, exchange controls and capital flow management.9
Underlying many of the concerns are both the fluctuating value of each virtual currency and the
absence of central governance authority. And of course there are the "usual" payment system
issues of transparency and fairness of terms and fees, hacking, finality of payment, and the
allocation of losses caused by fraud, error or insolvency.10 In Canada there may also be an issue
as to the appropriate level of government to address each issue.
In the United States a draft of the Regulation of Virtual Currency Business Act is currently
emerging as a project of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
(NCCUSL).11 The project covers licensing, examinations, reports and records, permissible
investments, and enforcement. Subject to some refinements and express exclusions, Section
103(24) of the present draft defines "Virtual currency" as "any digital unit of value that is used as
a medium of exchange or that substitutes in transaction for money but that is not money."
"Money" is defined in Section 103(8) by reference to its issue or designation by a government
body.
Bitcoin12 is both the originator of the blockchain technology and at present the predominant
cryptocurrency scheme. It is a peer-to-peer payment network and virtual currency based on an
open source protocol, which makes use of a public transaction log. Another innovative player to
be mentioned is Ripple. Besides for a native currency, its protocol also provides for currency-
agnostic payment rails for multi-currency payments in both other virtual and fiat currencies
across the world.13 In the UK, other than over Ripple rails, a privately funded venture called SETL
intends to develop a specialized blockchain that will allow the settlement of securities transactions
on a peer-to-peer basis in central bank money.14
In the final analysis, sooner or later regulatory and legislative measures will have to take place to
accommodate the quickening pace in which virtual currencies and blockchain applications evolve.
_________________________
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To discuss these issues, please contact the author(s).
This publication is a general discussion of certain legal and related developments and should not be
relied upon as legal advice. If you require legal advice, we would be pleased to discuss the issues
in this publication with you, in the context of your particular circumstances.
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